MUSTQUITO
MOSQUITO ExNoRa
PREPARATION
Preparation

BE-AWARE & PREPARE

IDENTITY
PREPARATION 1
Where to start & How to start?

Campaign Kit sponsorship by Local Government & Corporate (CSR)

- Arm Band & T-shirts
- Leaflets & Checklist
- Zero Mosquito Breeding Compliance Register
- DVD & CDs on the DO-HOW
- Standard Activity Report
- Recognition Mementoes & Certificates
MOSCUTE...’O’ for MUSTQUITO!
Become a MOBILE MUSTQUITO PRO
Make MOSCUTE..‘O’
Become a MOBILE MUSTQUITO PRO
Make MOSCUTE.. 'O'

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT?
MUSTQUITO
FREEDOM from MOSQUITO
ASK ME HOW!
&
ASK ME NOW!!

MESSIAH
Become a MOBILE MUSTQUITO PRO
Make MOSCUTE..'O'

SOURCE
MERRY
SPOTTER
Become a MOBILE MUSTQUITO PRO
Make MOSCUTE..'O'

YES a CUTE T SHIRT, called MOSCUTE..'O'

Do you want to know about MUSTQUITO?
Ask me HOW!
&
Ask me NOW!!
Become a MOBILE MUSTQUITO PRO, Make MOSCUTE..'O'
Become a MOBILE MUST QUITO PRO
Make MOSCUTE..'O'

ExNoRa

MUSTQUITO
MESSIAH

“ExNoRa
MUSTQUITO
SOURCE
MERRY
SPOTTER”
While on service-call the members will always wear the relevant MUSTQUITO ARM BAND

INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT
Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
CORPORATE ORGANISATIONS CAN SPONSOR

This is the attire for the TERMINATOR. Any Corporate organisation can sponsor his wages, the machine, the monthly need of pesticide and the uniform, in which case the name of that organisation with their logo as SPONSOR will appear clearly on the back shoulder and the front side pocket of the shirt. This will be a wonder “IMAGE-BUILDING” and PR exercise.

The sponsoring company name will be printed prominently on the uniform like it is done on cricketers UNIFORM.
MUSTQUITO ExNoRa welcomes YOU.
You will be free from MOSQUITO MENACE.
Make your place too Safe from Mosquitoes

KEEP a welcome sign at the entrance of your residential colony
Preparation

BE-AWARE & PREPARE

EQUIPMENT AUGMENT
SPRAY EQUIPMENTS & LARVICIDES

Acquire machine and pesticides which are less harmful for your area through subscription
BE-AWARE & PREPARE

Checklist
Shortlist
Take Printout of the checklist of Mosquito Sources

A team comprising of ExNoRa MUSTQUITO MUSKETEERS with the STANDARD inspect / check mosquito breeding sources and take instant REMEDIAL ACTION
Sources / places that cause mosquito breeding in & around you. Keep this as a check-list

- AC Box
- Bottles
- Brick holes
- Bromeliad Plants
- Construction Bricks
- Discarded buckets & containers
- Discarded tin cans
- Discarded toys
- Drinking water overhead tank
- Drum / Barrels
- Flower Pots & Saucers
- Garden Containers & tools
- Glass Pieces on top of the walls
- Laundry Tanks
- Old Shoes
- Old Tires
- Open well
- Pet Dishes
- Plastic litter
- Refrigerator bottom trays
- Roof Guttering
- Sceptic tank
- Sewerage
- Stagnant Canals & rivers
- Storm Water Drainage
- Tarpaulin cover of abandoned vehicles
- Tree holes & bamboos
- Uncovered Tanks
- Water stagnant in low lying land

You are welcome to add
SCHOOLS & COLLEGE are WELCOME to INTRODUCE

“MUSTQUITO as MOSQUITO ExNoRa” both as

TEXTBOOK FOR THEORETICAL LEARNING

ORGNAISATION called STUDENT ExNoRa Innovators Club for PRACTICE

College Students Exnora
Residents Welfare Associations are WELCOME to INTRODUCE “MUSTQUITO as MOSQUITO ExNoRa” both as RESIDENTS’ RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES INSTRUCION MANUAL as a SATELLITE ORGANISATION or an ACTIVITY
OFFICES & INDUSTRIES are WELCOME to INTRODUCE for their STAFF & EMPLOYEES “MUSTQUITO as MOSQUITO ExNoRa” both as

as a SATELLITE ORGANISATION or an ACTIVITY